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This guidance will help you to use the Rock Enrol!® resource pack, giving 
hints and tips to make the sessions as successful as possible.
Encouraging democratic engagement and increasing the numbers of young people on the 
electoral register is really important. If you are not on the register, you cannot vote. Rock Enrol!® 
is the perfect way to inspire young people to discuss and debate what they care about whilst 
considering why they should register to vote. 

This supporting guidance contains hints and tips, curriculum information and frequently asked 
questions to help you get the most out of the Rock Enrol!® resource pack, ensure the success of 
your sessions and get many young people signed up to the Electoral Register in no time.

Hints and tips

This section contains hints and tips to help you plan your sessions and includes further 
activities and information you can use to keep your group enthused and energised.

Curriculum

This section outlines how Rock Enrol!® can be used to support 
CHƤDQDMS�BTQQHBTKTLR�@BQNRR�SGD�4MHSDC�*HMFCNL

Frequently asked questions

This section answers common questions 
about registering and voting that you or your 
group may have. 

Rock Enrol!® 

Supporting guidance

Remind students to 

bring their national 

insurance numbers!

They can register to vote 
online during Rock Enrol!® 

at bit.ly/rock-enrol. 

If you don’t have internet 

access you can print forms 

NƤ�@S�AHSKX�@ANTS�LX�UNSD 

Hints and tips  

SN�L@JD�SN�GDKO�
you host your 

NVM�1NBJ�$MQNKʖ® 

RDRRHNMR
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Hints and tips

Flexibility 

You can run the 

activities in the order 

suggested on page 2 of 

the resource pack, 

change the order to suit 

you or run 

@BSHUHSHDR�HMCHUHCT@KKX

Getting Started

Before using Rock Enrol!  remember to tell people participating in advance that they will need to 
bring their National Insurance numbers so that that they can register to vote online at  
bit.ly/rock-enrol. You can do this on a mobile, tablet or laptop. 

(E�XNT�CN�MNS�G@UD�@BBDRR�SN�SGD�HMSDQMDS�CTQHMF�SGD�RDRRHNM�SGDM�XNT�B@M�OQHMS�NƤ�AK@MJ� 
registration forms from the About My Vote website.

 KSDQM@SHUDKX��XNTQ�KNB@K�$KDBSNQ@K�1DFHRSQ@SHNM�.ƧBD�B@M�OQNUHCD�XNT�VHSG�SGD�@OOQNOQH@SD�ENQLR� 
and perhaps send someone along to your session who can explain more to your group about 
registering and voting. Their contact details can also be found on the About My Vote website.  
(E�XNT�@QD�HM�-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC�XNT�B@M�BNMS@BS�SGD�$KDBSNQ@K�.ƧBD�NE�-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC

Remember that any completed forms you receive from young people will need to be stored 
securely in compliance with General Data Protection Regulation. If members of your group are from 
CHƤDQDMS�@QD@R�SGDM�SGDHQ�BNLOKDSDC�QDFHRSQ@SHNM�ENQLR�VHKK�MDDC�SN�AD�RDMS�A@BJ�SN�SGD�@OOQNOQH@SD� 
$KDBSNQ@K�1DFHRSQ@SHNM�.ƧBD

Using local information and examples

Make the activities as relevant to your local area as possible by looking up statistics relating to your 
Member of Parliament (MP) (or Member of the Scottish Parliament (MSP)/Member of the National 
Assembly for Wales (AM)/Member of the Northern Ireland Assembly (MLA)).   

What is happening in your area? Some of the activities are designed to make pupils think of issues 
@MC�QDK@SD�SGDL�SN�RODBHƥB�ONKHBX�@QD@R�ENQ�VGHBG�DKDBSDC�ANCHDR�@QD�QDRONMRHAKD�3GDRD�VHKK�CHƤDQ� 
from area to area. Adapt the facts and examples used in any of the activities to take into account 
local factors. 

What next?

Once you have run session 1 in Rock Enrol!®  you could follow up with other activities in the 
resource pack and encourage your group to register to vote. Page 20 of the Rock Enrol!® resource 
O@BJ�@KRN�G@R�DW@LOKDR�NE�NSGDQ�QDRNTQBDR�SG@S�XNT�L@X�ƥMC�TRDETK
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Curriculum
The Rock Enrol!® learning resource can be used in a variety of 
contexts including youth organisations and other extra-curricular 
DFWLYLWLHV��,W�FDQ�DOVR�ƩW�LQWR�PDQ\�FXUULFXOXP�FRQWH[WV�IRU�VFKRROV�
and colleges across the United Kingdom:

England and Wales

�

�

�

�

� The activities are also well suited to Functional Skills in English, particularly the
requirements to develop speaking and listening skills through participation in formal and
informal discussions.

� (M�6@KDR�SGD�QDRNTQBD�B@M�AD�TRDC�VHSGHM�/DQRNM@K�@MC�2NBH@K�$CTB@SHNM��/2$��@S�*DX�2S@FD�
�����@MC�/NRS����3GD�SGDLD�NE� BSHUD�"HSHYDMRGHO�DMBNTQ@FDR�KD@QMDQR�SN�ADBNLD�@BSHUD�HM�
both their local communities and on a more global level. They can develop a practical
understanding of their rights and of links between political decisions and their own lives.

�  KRN�ENQ�ONRS����KD@QMDQR��SGD�6DKRG�!@BB@K@TQD@SD�0T@KHƥB@SHNM��@U@HK@AKD�SGQNTFG�SGD�BNQD�
module of Wales, Europe and the World provides opportunities for candidates to engage in
CDA@SD�@ANTS�ONKHSHB@K�HRRTDR�@MC�SN�QDBNFMHRD�GNV�ONKHSHB@K�CDBHRHNMR�B@M�@ƤDBS�ODNOKD

� For Essential Skills Wales, activities can be used to introduce
discussion of roles and levels of government and about
electoral processes.

(M�$MFK@MC�SGD�QDRNTQBD�B@M�AD�TRDC�@R�O@QS�NE�SGD�"HSHYDMRGHO�BTQQHBTKTL�@S�*DX�2S@FDR���
and 4 and with students of GCSE Citizenship Studies. It can help to meet the revised 
Citizenship curriculum’s statutory requirements to ensure pupils acquire a sound 
JMNVKDCFD�@MC�TMCDQRS@MCHMF�NE�GNV�BHSHYDMR�@BSHUDKX�O@QSHBHO@SD�HM�SGD�4*ŗR�CDLNBQ@SHB� 
system and equip students with the skills to think critically and debate political questions. 
The activities included are versatile and can be adapted for use at a variety of levels and in 
CHƤDQDMS�BNMSDWSR�ENQ�ONRS����KD@QMDQR�Ŕ�ENQ�DW@LOKD�VHSGHM�STSNQH@K�OQNFQ@LLDR�HM�
colleges and school sixth forms and as part of units of work on Personal and Social 
Development for Foundation learners.
The activities link well with important issues within both Citizenship Studies and 
&NUDQMLDMS�@MC�/NKHSHBR�@S� 2�@MC� �+DUDK��SNFDSGDQ�VHSG�@�Q@MFD�NE�!3$"�PT@KHƥB@SHNMR�HM� 
Public Services.
Also, the sessions could be extended for AS and A Level Mathematics students through analysis 
of the statistics around voter registration and youth engagement in politics (see the Electoral 
Commission 2016 report 'Analysis of the December 2016 electoral registers in the United 
Kingdom' and the Hansard Society Audit 15 2018.
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Curriculum continued
Northern Ireland 

� In Northern Ireland, the resource can be used as part of the Personal Development
and Mutual UnCDQRS@MCHMF�"TQQHBTKTL�@S�OQHL@QX�KDUDK�@MC�SGD�+NB@K�@MC�&KNA@K�
"HSHYDMRGHO�element of Learning for Life and Work at secondary level.

Scotland 

� The resource can contribute to experiences and outcomes within the broad general education
of Curriculum for Excellence in the area of ‘People in society, economy and business’.

� It may be useful for work in Political Literacy and the role of the responsible citizen.

� (S�L@X�AD�RTHS@AKD�@S�-@SHNM@K�0T@KHƥB@SHNMR�KDUDK�HM�,NCDQM�2STCHDR�2ODBHƥB@KKX��SGD�QDRNTQBD�
BNTKC�AD�TRDC�VHSGHM�SGD�#DLNBQ@BX�HM�2BNSK@MC�TMHS��@U@HK@AKD�@S�-@SHNM@K����-@SHNM@K���@MC�
National 5 respectively. There may be additional elements of the resource which could be
used within the context of a Higher or Advanced Higher class.

� It may also be suitable for rights based education, which could be considered in Social
Education programmes.
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Frequently asked 

questions
Why is it important that young people register now?

Only half of young people who are eligible are currently registered to vote. Young people are 
also less likely to vote in elections. Once registered you have the choice whether to vote or not; if 
you are not on the register, you will not be able to vote. Not being on the register can also affect 
a person's credit rating and access to financial services. 

Who can register to vote?

�  MXNMD�@FDC����NQ�NUDQ�B@M�@OOKX�SN�AD�@CCDC�SN�SGD�DKDBSNQ@K�QDFHRSDQ����@MC����XD@Q�NKCR
in England and Wales will not be able to vote until they are 18* but by registering before
then they can ensure that they can vote as soon as they turn 18. More details can be found
on the About My Vote website.

� Citizens from the following areas can register to vote:
� 3GD�4*
- Republic of Ireland
� 0T@KHEXHMF�"NLLNMVD@KSG�BHSHYDMR
� .SGDQ�$TQNOD@M�4MHNM�BNTMSQHDR��HE�SGDX�KHUD�HM�SGD�4*�
- The Channel Islands
- The Isle of Man
� !QHSHRG�.UDQRD@R�3DQQHSNQX��HE�SGDX�KHUD�HM�SGD�4*�

How do people get onto the electoral register?

1. You can register online.

2. You can print blank forms from the About My Vote website and send them to your local
$KDBSNQ@K�1DFHRSQ@SHNM�NƧBD�(M�-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC�OKD@RD�UHRHS�SGD�$KDBSNQ@K�.ƧBD�NE�-NQSGDQM
Ireland website.

� !K@MJ�ENQLR�B@M�@KRN�AD�QDPTDRSDC�EQNL�XNTQ�KNB@K�$KDBSNQ@K�1DFHRSQ@SHNM�.ƧBD�@MC�QDSTQMDC
to them.

* In Scotland, 16 and 17 year olds can vote in Scottish Parliamentary and local government
elections.

,V�WKHUH�D�GHDGOLQH�IRU�ơOOLQJ�RXW�DQ�HOHFWRUDO�UHJLVWUDWLRQ�IRUPV"
You can apply to be added to the electoral register at any time but you must submit your 
registration form 12 working days before an election is held in order to be able to vote in 
that particular election or referendum.

What if people can't find their National Insurance Number (NINO)"
You should automatically get a NINO just before your 16th birthday. You can also find your 
National Insurance number on your payslip, P60 or tax return. If you didn't get one and you're 
under 20 call the NINO helpline on 0300 200 3502.
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How else can young people get involved?

Encourage young people to run their own Rock Enrol!® sessions with other classes in your college, 
in the lunch hour or with their local youth group. 

3GDX�B@M�@KRN�ƥMC�NTS�VGN�SGDHQ�KNB@K�,/�HR�@MC�HMUHSD�SGDL�SN�UHRHS�SGDHQ�RBGNNK�NQ�FQNTO�NQ�VQHSD� 
SN�SGDL�@ANTS�@M�HRRTD�SGDX�B@QD�@ANTS�%HMC�NTS�GNV�,/R�G@UD�UNSDC�NM�RODBHƥB�HRRTDR�@S�SGD� 
They Work for You website.

What organisations are there to support young people to get engaged in 

democratic participation?

There are a number of organisations which are interested in encouraging young people to engage 
in democratic participation, some examples are listed below.

� The British Youth Council is a youth-led charity which encourages young people aged 25 and
under to get involved in local, national and international democracy. In Scotland a similar
organisation is the Scottish Youth Parliament.

� UK Youth is a national charity that empowers 700,000 young people, aged 11-25, to reach
their full potential through their network of youth clubs, organisations and programmes.

� Involver is a social enterprise that works to improve student councils and student voice. Take
their student voice audit on their website to test democracy in your college.

� /@QKH@LDMSŗR�$CTB@SHNM�2DQUHBD�HMBKTCDR�S@HKNQDC�RDRRHNMR�@MC�UHRHSR�ENQ�ONRS���

� The Youth Services Team at your local authority will have an interest in youth engagement.

� The Northern Ireland Assembly education service provides a range of activities for young
people in Northern Ireland, as well as resources for teachers.

� 2S@Ƥ�EQNL�SGD�$KDBSNQ@K�.ƧBD�ENQ�-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC�@KRN�B@QQX�NTS�UHRHSR�SN�RDBNMC@QX�RBGNNKR�HM�
-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC�SN�@RRHRS�OTOHKR�VGN�@QD�QDFHRSDQHMF�SN�UNSD�ENQ�SGD�ƥQRS�SHLD�@MC�NƤDQ�@M�
electoral identity card which can be used as a proof of age document.

� The Association for Citizenship Teaching (ACT) is the subject association for Citizenship
representing teachers and others involved in Citizenship education. ACT’s mission is to support
the teaching of high quality Citizenship and to promote wider public understanding of the
subject.

� Active Citizens FE is a Community Interest Company and network for those interested in
OQNUHCHMF�DWBDKKDMS�BHSHYDMRGHO�DCTB@SHNM��RNBH@K�@BSHNM�@MC�KD@QMDQ�UNHBD�HM�ONRS����DCTB@SHNM�
@MC�SQ@HMHMF�3GD�MDSVNQJ�NƤDQR�@�VHCD�Q@MFD�NE�SD@BGHMF�QDRNTQBDR�ENQ�ONRS����BHSHYDMRGHO���

I still have questions, who can I ask?

3N�ƥMC�NTS�VGN�HR�DKHFHAKD�@MC�GNV�SN�BNLOKDSD�SGD�ENQL�BNMS@BS�XNTQ�local council’s Electoral 
1DFHRSQ@SHNM�.ƧBD�AX�B@KKHMF�XNTQ�KNB@K�@TSGNQHSX�8NT�B@M�ƥMC�SGDRD�CDS@HKR�NM�SGD� ANTS�,X�5NSD� 
VDARHSD�(M�-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC��B@KK�SGD�$KDBSNQ@K�.ƧBD�ENQ�-NQSGDQM�(QDK@MC����������������

If you have any other questions about registration or the Rock Enrol!® resource, please contact 
#DLNBQ@SHB$MF@FDLDMS�B@AHMDSNƧBDFNUTJ�or tweet us @signup2vote using #rockenrol

©Crown copyright 2015 Rock Enrol!®�HR�@�QDFHRSDQDC�SQ@CD�L@QJ�NE�"@AHMDS�.ƧBD�3GHR�HR�MNS�BNUDQDC�AX�SGD�.ODM�&NUDQMLDMS� 
+HBDMBD�%NQ�ODQLHRRHNM�SN�QDOQNCTBD�SGD�BNMSDMS�OKD@RD�BNMS@BS�#DLNBQ@SHB$MF@FDLDMS�B@AHMDSNƧBDFNUTJ



Contact us at:

Democratic Engagement Team
ƫ��%*!0��þ�!
1 Horse Guards Road
London
SW1A 2HQ
�!)+�.�0%��*#�#!)!*0Į���%*!0+þ�!ċ#+2ċ1'

This is available to download at: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/
democratic-engagement-resources
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